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Welcome  

 
Welcome to A Level Chemistry – you have chosen one of the most rewarding courses. 
 
We want you to enjoy the subject and to get the best grade you can as well as picking up new skills 
and an appreciation of how chemistry affects the world around us. By completing the following 
Induction work, you will be in a good position to start in September using knowledge you have 
already learnt in GCSE Chemistry (Double or Triple).  
 
Chemistry A Level builds on a number of GCSE topics but in greater depth.  Ever wondered how 
Bromine could be in group 7 with 7 electrons in its outer shell based on the 2,8,8 model? All will be 
revealed! 
 
 
 
 The important questions  
 

1. Why should you study Chemistry? 
• You are interested in understanding about the world around us – why do things happen? 
• You like doing experiments and want to know how reactions work 
• You like being stretched  
• You enjoy chemistry 
• You want to do a subject that opens a lot of doors at University and beyond – employers 

respect A level Chemistry 
• You want to take a subject where the expertise within our teaching team delivers high 

grades when needing to achieve demanding UCAS offers 
 

2. How is A level different to GCSE? 
� More homework than GCSE (but you are only doing 3 subjects) 
� Smaller classes 
� Preliminary work for many lessons 
� More discussion based 
� Much closer relationship with your teacher and classmates – you are a team 
� Admitting you need help is not considered a sign of failure 
� Lot of support on offer in lunchtimes and via email when completing work outside of school 

 
3. How much work should I do? 

You have 9 class lessons in a fortnight with 2 teachers, but you will be expected to work 
outside of these lessons as well. You will have homework to do, reading the textbook, using 
You tube videos and notes to copy up or re-draft. You will be expected to do 5 hours of 
work on your own per week. I know, it sounds a lot, but the best students will probably do 
more, and it is A level. 
 

4. Practical work 
There is no physical practical work exam.  Practical skills are looked at during lessons and the 
knowledge and understanding of practicals is covered in the exam papers, particularly 
Paper 3. 
 
 
 



 
5. Who are the teachers? 
• Ms Martin (Head of A Level Chemistry/STEM – Yr 12&13) 
• Mrs Lungley (Senior Assistant Headteacher) – Yr 12&13) 
• Mr Line (Head of GCSE Chemistry – Yr 12) 
• Mrs Kirby (Yr 12) 
 
6. How much maths is there? 

Over 20 % of the questions so LOADS! Not being ‘scared’ of numbers definitely helps but A Level 
Maths is not a requirement. You need to know how to use your calculator, how to rearrange an 
equation, understand standard form. 
 

7. Does it matter if I have taken Double or Triple Science? 
There is no requirement to have taken triple Science.  Any student, regardless of their type of 
GCSE, with a ‘can do’ attitude and strong work ethic can achieve at A Level Chemistry 

 
8. University courses 

Some examples of courses that require or recommend Chemistry include: 
� Chemistry 
� Medicine  
� Chemical engineering 
� Biochemistry 
� Environmental Sciences 
� Pharmacy 
� And many, many, more – after Maths, Chemistry is the most requested A level for University 

courses 
 
9. What some past students have said about Chemistry 
� It is very enjoyable 
� It is lots of hard work, but rewarding if you put in the effort 
� The experiments are good fun 
� It all makes sense in the end! 
� You have to keep working throughout the course 
� I have felt supported throughout and that the Teachers only wanted the best for me 

 
 
AQA Chemistry A Level: 
 

Year 12 – 2 papers Year 13 – 3 papers 
Inorganic and Physical– 50 % 
Organic  and Physical  – 50 % 
 

Inorganic and physical – 35% 
Organic and Physical – 35% 
Practicals and multiple choice – 30% 

 
Paper 1 example of topics Paper 2 example of topics 

Year 12 Year 13 Year 12 Year 13 
� Atomic structure 
� Bonding and 

structure 
� Amount of substance 
� Intermolecular 

Forces 

� Acids and Bases 
� NMR 
� Transition Metals 
 

� Alcohols 
� Alkenes 
� Rates of 

Reaction 
� Halogenoalkanes 

� Aldehydes and 
Ketones 

� Esters 
� Acyl Chlorides 

 
  



Chemistry A Level Induction work 
 

1. Induction 
booklet 

• Induction booklet 
        Work through the booklet based on work completed at GCSE. Recommended to complete 
        For additional help in completing the booklet; 

• Kerboodle digital book (existing PHHS pupils only) 
• Seneca (free to join) – Complete Chemistry AQA GCSE Higher topics 
• You tube – ‘free science lessons’ series; well presented and accurate science 

 
• A Level Chemistry Maths Skills Workbook 

Work through the tasks on the booklet and the associated sheets. This will require a 
logon to Isaac Chemistry (housed within Isaac Physics); 
https://isaacphysics.org/account?authToken=8M78VY 

 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Head-Start-level-Chemistry-Level/dp/1782942807 
Head Start to A Level Chemistry, Amazon £4.95 
 

2. Background 
watching 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7O6CcKg0HaEXpTtPXEiOfcZFsmhdle6e 
Summer start for A Level Chemistry – Primrose Kitten. Recommended to view 
Excellent video clips taking GCSE topics and stretching them towards A Level 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00qbq7f/chemistry-a-volatile-history 
Discovering the Elements and the Order of the Elements. Background understanding for the 
fundamentals of Chemistry 
 
https://www.cheltenhamfestivals.com/science-home/ 
Cheltenham Science Festival 2020 on line with the best scientists, thinkers and writers in live 
and pre-recorded events, Q&A and workshops  the best scientists, thinkers and writers in live 
& pre-recorded events, Q&As and workshops 

3. Extension https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/everyday-chemistry 
Excellent free on-line 4 week course exploring a range of chemistry-based topics relating to 
our everyday lives, with an emphasis on the important role of organic chemistry – the study 
of carbon-containing organic compounds. Activities include experimenting ‘in the kitchen’ 
with hands-on projects ranging from extracting a plant fragrance, to testing the activity of 
spices against microbes. 
 
Week 1: The chemical attraction of perfumes and pheromones 
Week 2: The race for new antibiotics 
Week 3: The chemistry of brewing 
Week 4: the chemistry of sport 
 
https://www.futurelearn.com/subjects/science-engineering-and-maths-courses/chemistry 
Free on-line 2-6 week courses including; 
• Atmospheric Chemistry; Planets and Life Beyond Earth 
• Discovering Science; Medicinal Chemistry 
• Exploring Cancer Medicines 
• The Science of Medicines 
• Good Brain, Bad Brain; Drug Origins 
• Biochemistry; The Molecules of Life 
• Understanding Biological Energy 
• Antimicrobial Resistance in the Food Chain 
 

4. Background 
reading  
(particularly 
recommended 
for any 
students 
considering 
Oxbridge) 

Chemistry Review ; https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/parent-hub 
3-4 editions per year £16 e-Magazine £32 
A-level chemistry magazine providing up-to-date featuring real-world applications of 
chemistry and signposts how these link with the exam.  
 
New Scientist ; https://www.newscientist.com/ 
Articles available on-line without requiring a subscription 
 
Royal Society of Chemistry; www.rsc.org 
 



 


